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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the Mobile Sensor Network (MSN), energy 

consumption is high since each node has limited 

amount of battery power. The Sensor Nodes (SNs) 

are deployed in such areas where replacing or 

recharging the battery is either difficult or more 

expensive. The core weakness of these SNs lie in the 

limited resource devices such as power and 

processing units, so energy efficiency is a major 

design issue in order to increase the network lifespan. 

Increase in the node movements will reduce the 

remaining energy supply faster. Hence the sensing 

function stops early, reducing the overall covered 

area. Other than node’s position in the field, sensing 

range of each sensor directly affects the network 

coverage. However, larger sensing range requires 

higher energy consumption. Sensor deployment is an 

important issue in designing sensor networks. 

Relocation of nodes in the MSN has to be done very  

 

 

 

carefully. To provide maximal field coverage by 

MSN, we should take energy limitation of individual 

sensors into consideration. Hence the solution should 

provide maximum coverage while ensuring 

maximum network lifetime. 

 

In this work, a joint sensing range and 

relocation control strategy is introduced that leads to 

better overall coverage while maximizing the 

network lifetime. The sensors’ movement 

adjustments are iteratively calculated. At each 

iteration, sensors also adjust their sensing ranges 

based on their residual energies. Every sensor then 

moves in a direction that leads to a larger covered 

area. The scheme utilizes the overhearing capability 

of the nodes and can decrease the number of 

transmission times. An algorithm is proposed to 

monitor an environmental boundary with mobile 

agents, where the boundary is optimally 
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Abstract: 

    Mobile Sensor Networking (MSN) technology is typically comprised of wireless mobile nodes equipped with battery-

powered sensors. Each node in MSN usually has limited mobility and data processing capability. As each node has limitation 

on physical resources e.g., energy consumption, bandwidth and mobility, it is very difficult to achieve optimization of the 

network performance.  In the MSN coverage problem, the objective is to obtain maximum field coverage by properly 

deploying sensor nodes. This relocation ability of the nodes in MSN creates new possibilities for intelligent control of their 

individual motion to optimize the performance of the whole network. However, mobility could add additional burden to an 

already scarce resource in such networks, i.e., energy. Other than node’s position in the field, sensing range of each sensor 

directly affects the network coverage. However, larger sensing range requires higher energy consumption. In this work, a 

joint sensing range and relocation control strategy is introduced that leads to better overall coverage while maximizing the 

network lifetime. 

Keywords: Mobile Sensor Network (MSN; Wireless Sensor Network (WSN); Sender Node (SN); Coverage area, 

Network lifetime; Energy efficiency; Multiplicatively Weighted Voronoi Region. 
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approximated with a polygon. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Sensor Node Components 

To accomplish this, the multiplicatively 

weighted Voronoi (MW-Voronoi) diagram is used to 

find the coverage gaps. A weight proportional to the 

sensing radius is assigned to each sensing node and 

the sensor relocates to a new location, only if 

 

• It has sufficient energy to move to the new 

location; and  

• The covered area in its new location is 

larger. 

If any one of these conditions is not met, then the 

sensor remains in its current position. It is shown that 

the proposed algorithm increases the covered area 

while maximizing network lifetime. We design and 

evaluate a strategy for calculating the energy and 

relocation of mobile sensors. After discovering a 

coverage hole, the proposed method calculates the 

target positions of the sensors where they should 

move. This work uses Voronoi diagrams to locate the 

coverage holes and the principle of moving sensors 

from densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed 

areas. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

An Efficient Target observed Scheme with 

managed Node Mobility for Sensor Networks has 

been proposed by Mahboubi et al. (2012) with target 

monitoring using a network of collaborative mobile 

sensors. The objective is to enumerate (online) the 

desired sensing and communication radii of sensors 

as well as their location, instantly at each time, such 

that a set of prescribed specifications are met. These 

specifications include end-to-end connectivity 

preservation from the target to a fixed destination, 

while durability of sensors is maximized and the 

overall energy consumption is minimized. 

 

Coverage and Energy Utilization Control in 

Mobile heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Systems 

(WSNs) has been proposed by Xinbing et al. (2013). 

By the term heterogeneous, it is implied that sensors 

in the system have different detecting span, which is 

an essential property of numerous connected WSNs. 

Two sensor dispersion plans are viewed as uniform 

and Poisson plans. It prescribes the Equivalent 

Sensing Radius (ESR) for the two cases and gets the 

basic ESR correspondingly. Our outcomes 

demonstrate that the system execution to a great 

extent relies upon ESR. By directing ESR, it reliably 

ensures that the system accomplishes full scope, 

paying little respect to the total number of sensors or 

detecting range of a single sensor under irregular 

versatility designs, which is substantially less 

demanding and broader approach to work scope 

control. 

 

Distributed Deployment Algorithms for Efficient 

Scope in a System of Portable Sensors with Non-

identical Detecting Capabilities has been proposed by 

Moezzi et al. (2014) for a portable sensor system to 

enhance the scope region. The proposed algorithms 

find the objective position of every sensor iteratively, 

in light of the current scope gaps in the system. The 

multiplicatively weighted Voronoi (MW-Voronoi) 

outline is utilized to find the scope gaps relating to 

various sensors with various detecting ranges. Three 

sensor arrangement algorithms are given, which have 

a tendency to either move sensors out of thickly 

stuffed territories or place them in legitimate 

positions as for the limits of the MW-Voronoi 

regions. 

 

Embedding Compressive Detecting-Based 

Information Loss Resumption Algorithm into Remote 

Smart Sensors for Basic Structural Health Monitoring 

has been proposed by ZilongZou et al. (2015). 

Reliable communication protocols, which upgrade 

communications unwavering quality by tediously 

transmitting undeceived bundles, is one way to deal 

with the issue of information loss. 

 

A self-deployment algorithm for scope issue is a 

system of portable sensors with unidentical detecting 

range has been proposed by Aghdam et al. (2010). 

The proposed algorithm figures the situation of the 

sensors iteratively, in view of the current scope 

openings in the objective field. The multiplicatively 

weighted Voronoi (MW-Voronoi) diagram is utilized 

to find the scope gaps comparing to various sensors 

with various detecting ranges. The sensors move such 

that the scope openings in the objective field are 

diminished. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The Voronoi diagram is often used for coverage 

analysis in sensor networks. A Voronoi-based 

technique is proposed to improve coverage in a 

sensor network with no requirement of global 

location assurance condition for the sensors. 

Distributed gradient-descent algorithms are given to 

increase sensing coverage using the Delaunay graph. 

A class of aggregate objective functions is studied 

based on the geometry of the Voronoi cells and 

proximity graphs. An algorithm is developed for 

efficient sensor deployment and power assignment in 

a sensor network. To this end, a multi-objective 

optimization problem is introduced which is 

reformulated as a group of single-objective scalar 

problems. 

 

In this paper, a joint sensing range and relocation 

control strategy is introduced that leads to better 

overall coverage while maximizing the network 

lifetime. The sensors movement adjustments are 

iteratively calculated. At each iteration, sensors also 

adjust their sensing ranges based on their residual 

energies. Every sensor then moves in a direction that 

leads to a larger covered area. To accomplish this, the 

Multiplicatively Weighted Voronoi (MW-Voronoi) 

diagram  is used to find the coverage gaps. A weight 

proportional to the sensing radius is assigned to each 

sensing node, and the sensor relocates to a new 

location only if (i) It has sufficient energy to move to 

the new location, and (ii) The covered area in its new 

location is larger. If any one of these conditions is not 

met, then the sensor remains in its current position. It 

is shown that the proposed algorithm increases the 

covered area while maximizing network lifetime. 

 

A. Farthest Point Boundary Strategy (FPB) 

 

In this algorithm, each sensor moves toward the 

farthest point in its MW-Voronoi region such that 

any existing coverage hole in its region can be 

covered. This point is denoted by Xi, far from the i
th

 

region. In fact, once a sensor detects a coverage hole, 

it calculates the farthest point and moves toward it 

continuously until the farthest Xi is covered.  

 

Algorithm for FPB 

 

Begin 

For all nodes S in the sensor range 

Identify coverage hole 

Calculate distance 

between node and farthest 

point boundary 

Record voronoi region 

 Move the node 

 Increase coverage area 

Next 

The point whose distance from 

sensor Si is maximum is the 

farthest point in the mw-Voronoi 

region 

End 

 

 

B. Lifetime Maximization Farthest Point Boundary 

(LMFPB): 

 

A novelty of sensor relocation algorithm referred 

to as the Lifetime Maximization Farthest Point 

Boundary (LMFPB) algorithm is used for efficient 

coverage and improved lifetime of the network. The 

main characteristic of this algorithm is that the 

movement of sensors and adjustment of their sensing 

ranges are performed iteratively until the network 

dies. Each round in the proposed algorithm consists 

of five phases. The algorithm is run at the time 

instants t0, t1 := t0 + ∆T, t2 := t0 + 2∆T, . . ., where ∆T 

is the time it takes to complete the computations and 

relocate the sensors accordingly. Various phases are 

discussed below. Every sensor Si, I 2n, at time tk 

communicates its area Pi(tk). The remaining vitality 

Ei(tk) gets comparable data from other sensor. Every 

sensor knows about the positions and leftover 

energies of every other sensor.  

 

Each sensor alters its detecting range in light of 

the rest of the vitality of all sensors in the system, and 

in this way builds its MW-Voronoi area. The 

detecting span of each sensor is resolved in this stage 

such that a sensor which has less vitality left devours 

less energy to build the sturdiness of the system. 

Each sensor first finds the farthest point in its MW-

Voronoi region, which is denoted by Xi, far for the i
th

 

region. Then, a point on the segment connecting Xi, 

far to the i
th

 sensor whose distance from Xi, far is 

equal to Ri is chosen as the target location P for the i
th

 

sensor. The sensors do not move in this phase. 

 

Once the new candidate location Pi is calculated, 

the coverage area with reference to this location is 

obtained in this phase. If the coverage area of the new 

candidate location is less than or equal to the current 

local coverage area, the sensor does not move to the 

new destination and remains at its current location. 

Otherwise, the i
th

 sensor moves to ´ Pi because it has 

enough energy to move, sense, and communicate. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL & RESULTS 

 

The Implementation of Independent Mobile 

Sensor Systems is performed using Ns-2. It is a 

discrete occasion simulator focused at networking 

research. Ns-2 gives generous help for simulation of 

TCP, routing, and multicast conventions over wired 

and remote systems. Ns-2 is composed in C++ and an 

Object oriented version of Tcl called OTcl. Nam is a 

Tcl/TK based animation apparatus which reviews the 

organization followed by the genuine bundle. It is for 

the most part planned as a buddy illustrator to the ns 

test system. It supports topology design, packet level 

movement, and different information investigation 

devices. 

 

The work is simulated in a network of size 50m 

* 50m using the Nam tool. The sensor nodes are 

randomly deployed along the X and Y axis. The 

network characteristics used for simulations are 

summarized in Table 1. 

Parameters Values 

Network size 50m*50m 

Number of nodes 20 

Initial energy of nodes 

(Eo) 

Between 2500J and 

5500J 

Duration (∆T) 25sec 

Constant coefficient (α) 0.032J/m2 

Power exponent of the 

sensing radius (λ) 

2 

Parameters Values 

Constant coefficient for 

relocation (ƞ) 

40J/m 

Energy requirement of 

each sensor 

10J 

Additional energy for 

node movement 

40J 

Table I. Network setup 

Since all sensors have the same sensing radius 

initially, the initial coverage in this set-up is 56.8% . 

 

In the final deployment at time t = 2025sec under 

the FPB algorithm, the corresponding regions are 

polygons, as in conventional Voronoi diagram. It can 

be seen from the FPB algorithm at t = 2025sec, the 

network coverage is 62.9%.On the other hand, since 

the sensors do not have the same sensing radius under 

the LMFPB algorithm, the regions are not polygons 

and are, in fact, MW-Voronoi regions. Finally, at 

time t = 2025sec all sensors are still operating under 

the LMFPB algorithm, and the network coverage is 

77.5%. 

 

A. Residual Energy under FPB 

 

Residual energy of all sensors versus time under 

the FPB is shown in Fig 4.1 without adjusting the 

sensing radii of the sensors. As observed, the first 

sensor runs out of energy after 1500sec under FPB. 

In addition, under FPB four sensors (20 percent of 

sensors) deplete their energies after 2025sec. 

 
Fig. 2. Residual Energy of sensors under FPB 

algorithm 

 

B.  Residual Energy under LMFPB 

 

The figure given below exhibits the residual 

energy of each sensor under the proposed strategy. It 

is also observed that all sensors run out of energy 

almost at t = 2450sec. It is concluded that under the 

LMFPB algorithm the network operates 21.0%, 

25.6% and 32.4% longer compared to the FPB, 

Minmax-curve and Maxmin-curve algorithms, 

respectively. 

 
Fig.3. Residual Energy of Sensors under LMFPB 

algorithm 
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C. Final Coverage 

 

The coverage factor (defined as the ratio of the 

covered area to the overall area) of the network 

versus time is depicted in Fig 3 for all FPB, and 

LMFPB algorithms. As observed, under the FPB 

algorithm some sensors start to run out of energy 

earlier; and, this negatively impacts the coverage 

factor. However, under the LMFPB algorithm all 

sensors are still operating at t = 2025 sec, and the 

coverage factor of the network is satisfactory. It is 

observed from this figure that the LMFPB algorithm 

also outperforms FPB algorithm in terms of average 

coverage. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Resultant coverage Vs Time under FPB and 

LMFPB 

V. CONCLUSION 

An autonomous sensor deployment algorithm is 

proposed to improve field coverage in a Mobile 

Sensor Network while increasing the lifetime of the 

network. The proposed strategy monitors the residual 

energy of every sensor, and adjusts the sensing radii 

of all sensors accordingly, while relocating them. The 

Multiplicatively Weighted Voronoi (MW-Voronoi) 

diagram is used to plan for relocation of the sensors. 

Every sensor moves iteratively to improve coverage 

within its MW-Voronoi regions, which is guaranteed 

to increase the coverage of the entire network. 

Simulations demonstrate the advantages of the 

proposed algorithm. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

 

Coverage area in Mobile Sensor Network has 

been analysed and compared using FPB and LMFPB 

algorithms. LMFPB has shown to provide better 

performance while providing increased coverage and 

network lifetime. In future, this work can be extended 

to provide more coverage and increased network 

lifetime by using different methods or algorithms to 

enable the sensors to efficiently move, sense, and 

communicate. 
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